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Let them have flour, water, a little wood for fuel, if not
in its stead dried cow-dung, and they partake with relish
of the meal their own hands have cooked, conscious of
no want and complaining of no hardship. The relish is
increased if they can get some of the ordinary vegetables
of the country. With the meal over, after chatting a
while over the Hookah, the " hubble-bubble" as English
people call it, t^e pipe which sends tobacco smoke
through water, they wrap themselves in the blanket
which they carry with them, and sleep soundly under a
tree, when, as is often the case, no Sura, a native resting-
place, is at hand. If rain comes on they creep into a
place waere the rain cannot reach them, if such a place
be available. A few Europeans have at different times
tried to follow the habit of native travellers, and in very
exceptional cases it has been successful. The ordinary
result has been the speedy ruin of health.
Our habits compel us to travel in a different way.
When a missionary is alone, though he cannot travel as
a native does, he can put up, and does put up, with incon-
veniences to which a family cannot be exposed The
family, however, requires a change as well as himself; and
when wife and children are with him, as they often are,
the house is shut up at home, home servants are taken,
and travelling requires only a slight addition to the
domestic staff. An additional horse is needed for the
conveyance fin India a conveyance is not a luxury but
a necessity); two tents are required, one to be sent on
over-night, while the other is kept behind for occupation ;
along with the tents, slight portable beds, bedding, small
folding-table, cane chairs, and cooking-vessels. These
goods of the moving household are laden and forwarded
on carls called Hackeries, drawn by oxen. Highly paid

